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ABSTRACT
Walker, Mario L. M Arch. The University of Memphis. May 2012. Rethinking Captivity while
Preserving the Elephant Psyche: The Renovation and Expansion of the Elephant Exhibit at
the Memphis Zoo.
Major Professor: Michael Chisamore, M. Arch.

The purpose of this thesis is to explore how the built environment can improve the
natural, emotional and social behavior of the African Elephant species while fostering increased human interaction and empathy. The growing resistance against the capture and
confinement of wild elephants by animal rights activists has prompted zoos to increase their
standards for elephant confinement. The need to renovate and expand elephant habitats has
become a primary concern for the zoo industry. As of March 2011, the Association of Zoos
and Aquariums (AZA) has updated the standards for elephant management and care. Zoo
standards for the treatment and care of elephants have been set high to ensure the well-being of elephants in captivity. Many zoos worldwide have opted to discontinue their elephant
exhibits due to a lack of space and/or resources needed for animals of this magnitude.
Due to these issues, the Memphis Zoo has decided rather than discontinue their
exhibit, to expand and renovate its current Elephant exhibit. The Elephant exhibit at the
Memphis Zoo has become unsafe by today’s standards. The Memphis Zoo is aware of its
outdated exhibit because of the presence of an old moat, the obsolete and confined layout and the lack of space needed for the desired increase in the number of animals. They
believe it is vital to renovate and expand the exhibit for the well-being of its elephant herd.
The goals of this renovation and expansion are: to support African Elephant conservation and research, to provide a physiological, psychological, and socially fulfilling environment for the elephants and a safe environment for the staff. It also aims to increase the
Figure 1.

public’s knowledge and understanding of elephants and the importance of conservation.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

A Hidden Passion

I felt it as a child. It was some obscure feeling, a sense
of hopelessness staring out from behind the bars. Perhaps
as children, standing on the brink of understanding, we have
all felt a vague uneasiness to confinement; overjoyed when
our parent came to retrieve us from our childlike prison. It
may be that we instinctively recognized the unnatural details of incarcerated life or the abnormal behavior of continuous pacing, swaying or staring into space. In the end the
big event, the ice cream and the novelty of new sights and
sounds wins out. Eventually, on our own progress to adult-

Elephant-Drawing

Figure 2.
		

(http://www.jeff-macnelly.com/elephant-drawing.htm)

hood, that discontent recedes, yet solidifies in the recesses of

certain experiences. Whatever the cause, those inadequate en-

The Memphis Zoo is aware of its current outdated ele-

our awareness. What remains is a kind of primitive regret.

closures still seem to be the expression of human pride and con-

phant exhibit and believes it is vital to renovate and expand

trol, and my empathy with these captured animals may well have

the exhibit for the well-being of its elephant herd. Figure

been created out of the dark corners of these enclosures.

2 depicts the perceived sadness of elephants in captivity.

I see children climbing on playground equipment, on
the steel and concrete artifice of the human environment and
I am not surprised that we project our tastes and desires onto

This thesis was born out of a desire to contribute to

I adore these majestic animals not only for their strength

other animals. It seems absurd to think that toys and hanging

something that fueled an emotional response to architec-

and power, but for their incredible intelligence and social behav-

car tires for monkeys or larger concrete and steel cages for

ture and explored the experience of the built landscape in

ior. I have always harbored a hidden passion for these animals,

wild cats and elephants, could replace the autonomy of the

response specifically to animal confinement. In search for

one that I am willing to express outwardly in order to improve the

Serengeti. Most individuals feel distinctly uneasy in confined

such a project in my community and my instilled interest in el-

importance the elephant’s social, physical and mental wellbeing.

spaces and there is no way of telling to what degree this feel-

ephants and animal psychology led me to the Memphis Zoo;

To achieve this, however, we must know: what is an elephant?

ing is a conditioned one or whether it is innate, triggered by

an urban zoo and park located in the heart of Memphis, TN.
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CHAPTER 2: WHAT IS AN ELEPHANT?

Elephants are the largest land animal in the world. They
are the second tallest, after the giraffe. Elephants are very intelligent, have tremendous strength, and live upwards of 60 years,
with some individuals living into their early eighties. In addition
to their size, elephants possess a long trunk and often have
two long, curved tusks. They continue to grow as they age,
which means the largest in a group is usually the oldest.
There are two types of elephants, the African elephant
(figure 3) and the smaller Asian elephant (figure 4). In addition
to the differences in size, there are a number of other traits

Figure 3.
		

African Elephant

Figure 4.
		

Asian Elephant

(http://www.rosamondgiffordzoo.org/)

that differentiate the two, the shapes of the head, for instance
as shown in figure 5. The African elephant’s head is free of
the dorsal bulges and dished forehead characteristic of the
Asian elephant (Shoshani, 2000). The skin of the African elephant is more wrinkled in appearance. The Asian elephant
has a convex back as opposed to the African elephant’s concave one. The teeth are also different, reflecting the eating habits of their respective owners. The African elephant is mainly
a browser, and the Asian elephant, a grazer. They even differ
in their feet, the Asian elephant having more toes on the
hind foot than its African counterpart (Shoshani, 2000).
The Memphis Zoo is currently home to the African Elephant
subspecies which is the subject of study for this thesis.

(http://www.rosamondgiffordzoo.org/)

Figure 5.
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Elephant Comparison Chart
(Shoshani, 2000)

Biology

The African elephant (Loxodonta africana) is currently classified as a single species made up of two subspecies, the savannah elephant (figure 6), and the forest elephant (figure 7) (Shoshani, 2000). According to Professor
Jeheskel Shoshani, the savannah elephants are the largest
of the elephants as shown in the comparison chart in figure
8. Males can reach heights of 13 feet and weigh around 8000
pounds. The largest elephant recorded weighed an astonishFigure 6.
		

African Savanna Elephant
(Shoshani, 2000)

Figure 7.
		

African Forest Elephant
(Shoshani, 2000)

ing 26,000 pounds. Females are generally less than ten feet in
height and weigh correspondingly less, around 6000 pounds.
African Elephants have a range confined mostly to Central Africa as shown in figure 9. African savannah elephants are
found in the Savannah zones of 37 countries on the African
continent, south of the Sahara Desert. They are most commonly
found in the open grasslands, marshes, and lake shores, where
the conditions are dry and hot. (Shoshani, 2000). African forest
elephants are found in the deeply wooded areas of West and Central Africa. Because of these conditions, elephants have had to
adapt to changing seasons and weather patterns. The availability
of food is the main driver of elephant migrations. The elephant’s
adaptations have provided the elephant with means of comfort

Figure 8.
		

African Elephant Comparison Chart
(Shoshani, 2000)

Figure 9.
		

African Elephant Range Map
(Shoshani, 2000)
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and protection, that aid in the longevity of these behemoths.

Figure 10.
		

Elephant Skin

(http://www.123rf.com/photo_3050326)

Anatomy + Physiology

‘Pachydermata’, the Latin word for the elephant, or
pachyderm, refers to the thick skin. The thickness of the skin

Figure 11.
		

Elephant Skin Structure
(Shoshani, 2000)

Figure 12.
		

Elephant Feet

(http://scarletarts.deviantart.com/art/Elephant-Feet)

function much like heat radiators (p. 68). Their large ears

where the major organs are supported. The skull itself even

contain numerous blood vessels that allow for heat dis-

provides additional muscular support for the weight of the

sipation by means of flapping their ears. The air mov-

head. This is much needed as the head of an adult African

ing over the surface of the ears greatly helps to cool

bull can weigh upwards of 660 pounds (Shoshani, 2000, p.

the rest of the body (Shoshani, 2000, p. 68).		

70). Even with air pockets in the skull, this is tremendous (fig-

varies from area to area. For instance, the skin on their ears

An elephant’s skin also serves as a type of pres-

ure 14). The skeleton is a mostly vertical one, the legs acting

and around the mouth is almost paper thin, whereas the skin

sure containing system. According to The Elephant Ency-

much like columns to support the enormous size and weight.

on the back can be up to an inch and a half thick. Elephant

clopedia, elephants ‘need a thick skin to hold together their

With a body mass of this magnitude, the feet (fig-

skin color ranges from deep brown to dark gray, and there is

mass respectively to their inner pressure. This means that

ure 12) of the elephant are truly unique. Each foot is near-

a sparse covering of long, coarse hairs over the body (figure

for elephants, Caesarean sections are not an option, as

ly round and has a thick pad of tissue at the rear of the

10). The elephant’s thick skin does not contain sweat glands

the entrails will simply flow out. Any cuts to the elephant’s

phalanges. This cushioning tissue is what makes the foot dis-

(figure 11). This is both beneficial and troublesome. It is benefi-

skin cannot be sutured, it must be wired (Frei, n.d.).

tinctive, when the foot is pushed down, it flattens out and the

cial, because the elephant cannot lose valuable water through

The skeletal system (figure 13) is and must be strong to

size increases. As it lifts, it decreases in stature. The elephant

sweating, it is troublesome because sweating is a very effec-

support the massive weight of the elephant. The bone structure

is, in essence, walking on large pillows. The front feet of the

tive way of dispersing heat. According to Shoshani (2000), to

alone weighs 16.6% of the elephant’s total mass. An African

African elephant have four toes and the rear feet have three.

solve this problem, they are anatomically adapted with ears that

elephant has 20 pairs of ribs. The spinal column and ribs are
4

Figure 16.

Elephant Teeth

(Shoshani, 2000)

Figure 13.
		

Elephants have a total of six teeth (figures 15-16)

Elephant Skeleton
(Shoshani, 2000)

at any given time, four molars and two incisors called tusks.
The molars have jagged ridges for grinding the leaves, stems,
and roots that a part of the elephants diet. A single molar can
weigh as much as 11 pounds; a tusk can be as long as ten
feet and weigh up to 220 pounds. The tusks are two upper
incisors used for digging, lifting objects, and defending themselves (Shoshani, 2000, p. 71). According to Shoshani (2000),
just as humans are left or right-handed, so too are elephants
right or left tusked. The dominant tusk shows more wear.

Figure 14.
		

Elephant Skull
(Shoshani, 2000)

Figure 15.
		

Elephant Teeth Progression
(Shoshani, 2000)
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Figure 17.
		

Elephant Trunk Structure
(Shoshani, 2000)

Figure 18.
		

Elephant Muscular System
(Shoshani, 2000)

Elephants must have a strong muscular system in

in greeting, playing, comforting, warning, smelling, aiding in the

order to move themselves around as seen in figure 18. Their

dusting of the body, touch, communication, and sound produc-

body musculature is similar to other herbivores and contains

tion. The trunk is the main means of getting sustenance into the

394 skeletal muscles (Shoshani, 2000). Most of the elephant’s

elephant’s mouth. It is also used to aid in drinking; holding up

muscles are located in the trunk (figure 17). There are eight

to 2.25 gallons of water. Although the skin of the trunk is very

major muscles on each side of the trunk, (16 total because,

thick, the sense of touch is the keenest sense on the elephant.

like most muscles in the body, the trunk is bilateral) and a total

Because the trunk has many sensory hairs at the tip, it can feel

of about 150,000 fascicles (portions of muscles) for the entire

the size and shape of an object. Incredibly, by extending its

trunk (Shoshani, 2000, p. 232). It is strong enough to push over

trunk and standing on its hind legs, an elephant can reach up

a tree, and yet dexterous enough to pick up a grain or seed.

to 24 feet vertically to retrieve rations from tall trees (figure 19).

It plays a significant role in social interaction being used

6

Figure 19.
		

Elephant Reach

(http://www.glitterazi.com/2012/03/31/the-elephant/)

Figure 20.
		

Elephant Internal Organs
(Shoshani, 2000)

Figure 20 shows an elephants internal organs and

The circulatory system of the elephant is much like other

muscles. An elephant breathes air through its mouth

systems. A healthy adult will take from 15 to 20 hours

mammals, quite complex. It has a heart that can weigh up

and trunk. Air also enters the lungs through internal na-

a day to consume the 300 pounds of food that it needs

to 28 pounds that beats at rates up to 28 bpm when stand-

res (or nostrils) which are located on the forehead.

daily. Its diet includes leaves, twigs, bark, shoots, fruit,

ing, and 32 bpm when sitting or lying – both of which are

flowers, roots, tubers, and bulbs to name a few items. The

slower than in humans (Shoshani, 2000, p. 78). Due to their

elephants have a simple digestive system. The stomach is

huge size, the arteries are supported by large, elastic fibers.

not used to break down food as its main function is storage.

The blood vessels can reach a length of up to 11.5 feet.

Food passes quickly through the digestive system before

An elephant has no pleural cavity like humans. The

nutrients are absorbed, causing elephants to discard about

lungs of the elephant are directly attached to the walls of

half of the plant material that they consume. Scientists often

the chest cavity and the diaphragm. This means that all

use this phenomenon to determine the size of an elephant.

respiratory movements are completely dependent on chest

7

CHAPTER 3: SOCIAL BEHAVIORS

Elephants are not by nature completely solitary animals. The elephants live in herds. The average herd contains 6 to 12 members, but it is very common to have a herd
of over 12 members. There are two different herds; one herd
consists of only females called cows, and their brood called
calves as shown in figure 21. The other is a herd that only
consists of males called bulls. The female herd is led by the
oldest member who is called the matriarch. When the matriarch dies, her oldest child will take its place as leader.
When the males are young they stay with their mothers, but
as they grow older they leave the cows and join the bulls.
Elephants are migratory animals. The drive for
food is the main factor for this movement, although water and mates are close. This is one of many reasons why
it is important to keep the Memphis Zoo elephants moving around in their new enclosure. Not only is it great exercise, but it fosters a healthier and more natural lifestyle.

Figure 21.
		

Female Elephant Herd

(http://www.oryxphotography.com/about/the-guides/david-lloyd)
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Mating + Reproduction

All male elephants go through a period of increased aggression and sexual readiness called musth. The temporal gland
is suspected to be used for reproduction and social hierarchy
in males. A bull in musth exhibits secretions from the temporal
gland (figure 22) and an almost constant dribble of urine. Testosterone levels are extremely high, the musth male becomes
very attractive to females and becomes dominant over all nonFigure 22.
		

musth males thus his mating is more successful (figure 23).

African Elephant Bull in Musth

(http://www.arkive.org/african-elephant/loxodonta-africana/image-G4496.html)

“Elephants which are in musth exhibit unpredictable behavior, are usually extremely difficult to control, and have even
killed their own trainers” (Shoshani, 2000, p. 80). It is for this
reason that most zoos rarely keep male elephants, preferring them to go to specially designed care facilities that can
keep control over their unpredictable, irritable charges.
Cows are in estrous for around four months, with a fertile
period of about five days. Marcus Schneck(1997) writes, “Many
females enter their estrous periods during the wet season,
which can occur from November through May. This coincides
with the time of greatest concentration in large herds, a period
when mating opportunities are at their greatest.” He continues
stating that, “Conception during this period, followed by a gestation period of about 22 months, also tends to produce ba-

Figure 23.
		

African Elephant Mating

bies at that time of the year when food and water are at their

(http://www.arkive.org/african-elephant/loxodonta-africana/image-G4496.html)

most plentiful.”
9

						

On November 9, 2011 the local newspaper, the Commercial Appeal, reported, “Memphis Zoo staff has confirmed
the pregnancy of one of its African Elephants after artificial
insemination. “Gina” is expected to give birth in the summer
of 2012.” The article continues stating that, “the pregnancy is
a result of the Zoo’s continued participation in the AZA’s plan
to grow the captive population of elephants. This plan, known
as the Species Survival Plan, outlines the management and
development of healthy elephant herds in U.S. zoos”
(Moore, 2011).
According to Cynthia Moss, elephants are born weighing
about 265 pounds. They go through a long childhood of about
9 years for the females and up to 14 years for the males. During that time they will learn proper elephant behavior (figure
24). Elephant females will start to come into estrous around
this time and usually have their first calves at age 11.
“The male juvenile, on the other hand, will gradually become more peripheral” (Moss, 2000). Males usually leave the
maternal group and join other males around age 10. By the
time they are age 14; all males have left the herd and become more independent. Although males separate from

Figure 24.
		

Elephant Calf

(http://ms.scsd1.com/Student_Webpages/megan%20website/african%20elephants.html)

their families, they continue to communicate with the herd
over long distances throughout their lifetime.			
								

10

Communication

The African elephant’s eyesight is not very good. It has
limited color vision, although it can be trained to paint. It uses its
immense ears not only for ventilation, but also for communication.
Elephants can communicate over long distances, upwards of 2.5
miles, by producing a sub-sonic rumble that can travel through the
ground faster than sound can through air. Other elephants receive
the messages through the sensitive skin on their feet and trunks.
The elephant creates sounds which humans cannot hear
called infrasound. It is detectable to humans, as a vibration in
the air. Short distance communication is by squeals, trumpets,
grunts and body posturing (figure 25). An elephant can raise
its trunk in the air around 18 feet and it can smell food or enemies easily. Spreading the ears perpendicular to the body is a
threat posture, making the animal seem larger than it is.

Figure 25.
		

African Elephant Communication

(http://blog.campjabulani.com/interesting-elephant-facts/)
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Figure 26.
		

Tactile Communication

Figure 27.

(http://blog.campjabulani.com/interesting-elephant-facts/)

Tactile Communication

		

Chemical Communication

(http://www.arkive.org/african-elephant/loxodonta-africana/image-G4481.html)

Chemical Communication

Elephants use their trunks in a variety of fashions.

Due to their poor eyesight, elephants rely heavily on

One of the most important to the newborn elephant is touch

chemical cues. All orifices which supply chemical cues are in-

as in figure 26. Family bonding and elephant education is ac-

tensely investigated, as are dung, urine, and the secretions

complished with tactile communication. “Elephants touch

from the temporal glands (Payne & Langbauer, 2000, p. 118).

each other frequently” (Payne & Langbauer, 2000, p. 116).

“Elephants also often lift their trunks and rotate

Touch is used in discipline, sexual encounters, competi-

tips, testing the air” (Payne & Langbauer, 2000, p. 118)

tion, and care. Elephants of all ages and both sexes touch

(figure 27).								

mouths, temporal glands, and genitals, especially in response to excitement and during meetings.			
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the open

Figure 28.
		
		

Visual Communication of Aggression

Figure 29.

(http://www.virginmedia.com/science-nature/wildlife/how-to-survive-a-wild-animal-attack.
php?ssid=4)

		

Acoustical Communication gets the herd on the move

(http://www-tc.pbs.org/wnet/nature/files/2008/12/wallpaper2_large1.jpg)

Visual Communication

Acoustical Communication

Visual communication is used over short distanc-

As stated earlier in this section, “Elephants have a large

es, although a few body postures, such as males in musth

and varied repertoire of vocal behavior, ranging from their well-

(figure 28), are distinctive over longer distances. There are

known trumpets to the infrasonic calls which are too low in pitch for

over 20 different head, ear, and trunk positions that are used

humans to normally hear” (Payne & Langbauer, 2000, p.

in aggression/submission visual communication alone. “Vi-

120). Figure 29 shows a herd moving away from an area af-

sion is a poor system to use over long distances, for un-

ter receiving a warning signal of danger from a distant herd.

less the perceiver is fairly close to and facing the signaler, with no obstacles between them, the message will not
be perceived at all” (Payne & Langbauer, 2000, p. 119).
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Intelligence + Memory

Elephants

are

extremely

intelligent

animals

and

have memories that span many years. It is this memory

or killing a human, even when it was difficult for them (such
as having to walk backwards to avoid a person).

that serves matriarchs well during dry seasons when they

Elephants are one of the few species that are known to ob-

need to guide their herds, sometimes for tens of miles, to

serve death rituals (figure 30). Martin Meredith recalls an occur-

watering holes that they remember from the past.

rence in her book about a typical elephant death ritual that was

The elephant brain is a very complex one. “Elephants

witnessed by Anthony Martin-Hall, a South African biologist who

have a very large and convoluted neocortex, a trait also

had studied elephants in Addo, South Africa for over eight years.

shared by humans, apes, and certain dolphin species. Sci-

“The entire family of a dead matriarch, including her young calf,

entists see this as a sign of complex intelligence” (Plessis,

was all gently touching her body with their trunks and tried to lift

n.d). Elephant intelligence has been ranked with dolphins

her. The entire herd was rumbling loudly. The calf was observed

and whales. Elephants learn behavior as they are growing

to be weeping and made sounds that sounded like a scream

up. “They are not born with the instincts of how to survive”

but then the entire herd fell incredibly silent. They then began to

(Poole, 1996). The elephant’s hippocampus is larger than hu-

throw leaves and dirt over the body and broke off tree branches

mans. The hippocampus is linked to the processing of emo-

to cover her. They spent the next 2 days quietly standing over

tion and memory. “This is thought to possibly be why ele-

her body. They sometimes had to leave to get water or food, but

phants suffer from psychological flashbacks and the equivalent

they would always return.” (Meredith, 2004, p.186) Elephants

of post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)” (Bekoff, n.d).

have also been known to do this to ill or deceased humans.

Elephants are thought to be highly altruistic animals.

In her studies on elephants, Joyce Poole has often ob-

Altruism is defined as being a behavior by which an animal

served elephants at play (figure 31). They do things for their

is not beneficial to or harmful to itself, but that benefits oth-

own and others enjoyment. Elephants have been seen suck-

ers of its species. In the elephant’s case, this is often ex-

ing up water, holding their trunks high in the air, and then

tended to other species. Researcher Cynthia Moss has of-

spraying the water like a fountain (Poole, 1996, p143-144).

ten seen elephants going out of their way to avoid hurting

Figure 30.
		

Elephant grieving over deceased family member

Figure 31.

Elephant Calves at Play
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(http://elephantherd.multiply.com/journal)

(http://www.maxwaugh.com/tanzania07/elephant2)

Elephants are known to have excellent problem solving ability (figure 32). “In the 1970s at Marine World Africa, USA, there lived
an Asian elephant named Bandula. Bandula worked out how to break
open or unlock several pieces of equipment used to keep the shackles
on her feet secure. The most complex device was a ‘brommel hook’, a
device that will close when two opposite points are slid together. Bandula used to fiddle with the hook until it slid apart when it was aligned.
Once she had freed herself, she would help the other elephants escape
also” (Linden, 2002, p. 104). In another instance, Harry Peachey and
an elephant named Koko developed a cooperative relationship. “Koko
worked out when his keepers needed a bit of ‘elephant help’ when they
were transferring the females of the group to another zoo. When the
keepers wanted to transfer a female, usually they would say her name,
followed by the word ‘transfer’ 9 e.g. “Connie transfer”. Koko soon figFigure 32.
		

Habitat element offers mental enrichment

ured out what this meant. If the keepers asked an elephant to transfer

(http://hoppyokapi.com/2009/08/14/exploring-elephant-odyssey/)

and they didn’t budge, they would say “Koko, give me a hand”. When he
heard this, Koko would help move cow along. Peachey firmly believes
that after 27 years of working with elephants, they can understand semantics/syntax of some of the words they hear. This is something thought
to be very rare in the animal kingdom” (Linden, 2002, p. 105).
Elephants are now thought to exhibit self-awareness (figure
33), just as the great apes and the bottlenose dolphins do. A study
conducted by Frans De Waal found that the elephant ‘Happy’ was
able to recognize the elephant in the mirror as herself. (Waal, 2006)
There is a new study by Joyce Poole to determine if the sounds made
Figure 33.
		

Elephant painting self-portrait

by elephants have dialects, a rare trait in the animal kingdom.

(http://www.prweb.com/releases/elephant_art/elephant_paintings/prweb2374494.htm)
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Figure 34.
		

Baby Elephant orphanage in Kenya

Figure 35.

CHAPTER 4: ELEPHANTS + HUMANS

Domestic

(http://acidcow.com/pics/23898-elephant-18-pics)

		
		

Domesticated Elephants

(http://circusnospin.blogspot.com/2010/09/
african-elephant-domestication-centre.html)

Figure 36.
		

Elephant Training

(http://www.malaysiasite.nl/zoonegara.htm)

Training

Elephants and humans have coexisted for eons. Like

Elephants in Africa were being domesticated as ear-

Elephants were being trained at the same time that

any relationship, there have been highs and lows, peace-

ly as the 1900s. Belgian King Leopold was responsible for

they were being domesticated. In contemporary times, train-

ful times and times of strife. In each role however, hu-

much. In India, domestication was accomplished much ear-

ing has provided much needed exercise for many domesti-

mans have played the dominant role (figure 34). A brief ex-

lier (Smith, 2000). They are mainly used for maintaining

cated elephants (Steele, 2000) (figure 36).			

cerpt of the history of elephants and humans is as follows.

roads, plowing fields and eco-tourism (figure 35).		

Domestication + Use
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Figure 37.
		
		
		

Elephants as War Machine

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Elephant_Battery_
saluting-_pg_320_-_India_under_royal_eyes-_Henry_
Francis_Prevost_Battersby.jpg)

War

Figure 38.
		
		

Decorated Indian Elephant

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Decorated_
Indian_elephant.jpg)

Religion

Figure 39.
		

Elephant use in the Logging Industry
(Shoshani, 2000)

Industry

Elephants used by humans have typically been

Elephants are revered in India (and are worshipped

Elephants are mainly employed in the logging in-

female, war elephants being an exception; as female

in ceremonies such as the Aanayoottu) and are often deco-

dustry with about 13,000 domesticated elephants are still

elephants in battle will retreat from a male, only males

rated with colorful tapestries and jewelry as depicted in fig-

employed today (figure 39). They are starting to be used

could be used in war. War elephants were used by armies

ure 38. The elephant headed god Ganesh is one of the

more for eco-tourism, thus supplying their mahouts (driver)

in the Indian subcontinent, the Warring States of China,

main deities of Hinduism (McNeely, 2000, p. 160).

with extra income (McNeely, 2000, p. 149).		

and later by the Persian Empire (Wylie, 2000) (figure 37).
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Elephants as the Hunted

The African elephant has been hunted over the centuries for its ivory tusks. According to Esmond B. Martin, “In
1980 more than 1 million elephants roamed Africa, but by 1990
poachers, catering to soaring demands for ivory, had cut that
number in half. Responding to this crisis, in June 1989, the
United States banned ivory imports. Soon the restrictions were
extended into North America, Western Europe and Japan.”
(Martin, 2000, p. 202) In essence closing the trade of ivory and
making it unprofitable to slaughter elephants for their tusks.
However, in recent times, the ivory trade has seen resurgence.

Figure 40.
		
		

Illegal Ivory Seizure

(http://bushwarriors.files.wordpress.com/2010/11/ivory-stockpile-photovia-newscientistdotcom.jpg)

“Conservation groups have said that the spike in poaching and
illegal ivory trade in Africa was a direct consequence of China’s investment drive into the continent, and as the demand for
ivory, used in jewelry and ornaments, grows in Asia.” (Report:
Half Of Elephants In African Preserve Killed) (figure 40).
Today, one of the major issues in elephant conservation is the conflict between elephants and a growing human
population. Elephants travel outside their protected areas
and cause damage to agriculture and water supplies, forcing farmers to react to threats of their livelihood (figure 41).
In other areas, elephants have such a small area of protection, that culling was deemed necessary to keep the population healthy and to decrease over-crowding.			

Figure 41.
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Elephant Human Conflict

(http://sundaytimes.lk/100711/News/nws_36.html)

Circuses and Zoos

Figure 42.
		
		

Circus Elephants

(http://obsthisjustin.blogspot.com/2011/01/get-sneak-peekat-circus.html)

The use of elephants for display and entertainment

animal shows from their programs. They have opted for more

has been a common practice in the United States since the

elaborately choreographed shows such as Cirque de Soleil.

mid-19th century. Both zoo and circus visits are the most fre-

He continues stating that, “zoos have also been affected. An

quent occasions by which North Americans encounter a living

ever-lengthening list of cities and communities have sought

elephant face to face (Bradshaw, 2007). Elephants have tra-

to ban exotic animal acts and more zoos are closing their el-

ditionally been a major part of circuses around the world (fig-

ephants exhibits, including Gladys Porter Zoo (Texas), Detroit

ure 42), being intelligent enough to be trained in a variety of

Zoo, San Francisco Zoo, Chehaw Wild Animal Park (Georgia),

acts. However, conditions for circus elephants are unnatural,

Henry Vilas Zoo (Wisconsin), Louisiana Purchase Gardens

with confinement in small pens or cages, restraints on their feet

and Zoo, Mesker Park Zoo (Indiana), Frank Buck Zoo (Texas),

and lack of companionship of other elephants (Elephant Cam-

Sacramento Zoo (California), and Lincoln Park Zoo (Chicago).

paign/ Elephants in Captivity: Sentenced to Life)(figure 43).

Those expected to close their elephant exhibits soon include

In his policy paper, Elephants in Circuses, G.A. Brad-

the Philadelphia Zoo, Lion Country Safari (Florida), Bronx

shaw reports, that the overall attendance numbers have de-

Zoo, Santa Barbara Zoo (California), and Buttonwood

creased significantly and that many circuses have dropped

Park Zoo (Massachusetts)” (Bradshaw, 2007, p 6).
The frequent health issues in zoos due to elephant captivity are of foot and weight-related diseases (figure 44), arthritis, still-births, infertility, infanticide, heightened aggression,
stereotypic swaying and head bobbing, and other neurotic behaviors. These are strong indications that the elephants’ needs
are not being met. The misery suffered by many elephants in
zoos is inexcusable, and there is mounting pressure for major changes to be adopted in ways that aid in the improve-

Figure 43.
		
		

Isolated Elephant in exhibit stall

(http://www.idablog.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/
elephant-zoo.png)

Figure 44.
		

Deteriorated feet of a 27 year old Elephant
(http://www.helpelephants.com/pdf/quick_facts.pdf)

ment of the animals’ overall physical and mental health (Elephant Campaign/ Elephants in Captivity: Sentenced to Life).
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CHAPTER 5: THE EVOLUTION OF ZOO DESIGN

In her article, A Quick Lesson in Zoo Design History,
Stacey Tarpley documents the history of zoo design. The following information is from the article:					
					

“Over time, zoos’ physical forms have been a direct re-

Figure 45.
		

Bird Cages, Zoo Garden, Cincinnati, Ohio
(Tarpley, 2008)

Zoos as Jails

Figure 46.
		

Tierpark Hagenbeck, Hamburg, Germany
(Tarpley, 2008)

Zoos as Art Galleries: Romanticism

flection of our society’s values and understanding of science. It is
important to understand where we’ve been in order to move forward, and it is also important for visitors to the older zoos to understand why certain buildings and exhibits are the way they are
(as we know, zoos usually do not have an abundance of money,
and struggle to keep their physical state up with the trends).
Zoos, in the form we know them now, have been in existence since the mid-18th century. Prior to this, private collections
existed throughout the world as far back, it is believed, as Mesopotamian times. Romans kept animals, of course, for sport, but
would display the animals in a zoo-like manner, prior to their being
released to their deaths in the Coliseum. For the purpose of this
proposal, focus was placed on the mid-19th century forward.
Zoo design can easily divide the eras into three
general categories:

This was the Age of Enlightenment and the Roman-

During the early 20th century, the world was experienc-

tic Age, where beauty was of the utmost value and our

ing several wars. The study of nature became much less im-

understanding the natural world was just becoming a sci-

portant, but Romanticism still existed. Science progressed into

ence. Science in this time was all about classification, cat-

problem solving, and medical advances were abundant. Vac-

aloging and comparison. Linneaus and Darwin were the

cinations became prevalent and the idea of killing germs to in-

scientific stars. The earliest official zoos started now, with

crease health and extend life expectancy came into being.

the London Zoo in 1828 and Philadelphia Zoo in 1874.

During this time, zoos held a similar value as art galleries,

These zoos were based on the mission of science for science’s

and the exhibits became miniature paintings and sculptures. In

sake, but also were places for affluent persons to socialize.

the Romantic Movement, a proper landscape exists with a fore-

As such, a balance between beauty and classification

ground, mid-ground, and background. Carl Hagenbeck applied

was struck. The zoos of this time were laid out by families,

this theory first in the early 1900s, and created the first ever bar-

and the term “House” came to being, as in Cat House, Bird

less (moat) exhibit. His desire was more to create this Romantic

House, etc. The architectural style was extravagantly beauti-

living landscape as shown in figure 46, like the famous painters

ful. Highly ornate bird cages (figure 45), and buildings themed

of this time, than to recreate nature for moral sensitivities.

1. Zoos as Jails

in the most dramatic fashion were everywhere. But, cages

2. Zoos as Art Galleries: Romanticism + Modernism

were small, animals were short lived and people enjoyed the

3. Zoos as Conservation and Education Facilities

animals as beautiful pieces of art rather than living beings.
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Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA)

The Association of Zoos and Aquarium (AZA) is an
entity that “provides its members the services, high standards and best practices needed to be leaders and innovaFigure 47.
Source:

Polar Bear Exhibit, Louisville
(Tarpley, 2008)

Zoos as Art Galleries: Modernism

Figure 48.
Source:

Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle, Washington
(Tarpley, 2008)

Zoos as Conservation and Education Facilities

tors in animal care, wildlife conservation and science, conservation education, the guest experience, and community
engagement” (The Association of Zoos and Aquariums).
The AZA was founded in 1924 and is a nonprofit 501c(3)

In the mid 20th century, the modernist movement was

Since the mid-20th century, our society has developed

catching fire. Modernism suggested that form follow function.

a strong sense of environmental awareness and human rights

This belief, along with the advances in medicine and the de-

ethics, which eventually gave way to animal rights as well. In

sire for sterile conditions, created zoo exhibits that were easily

1950, Hediger wrote “Wild Animals in Captivity” which opened

hosed down and cleaned regularly. This meant concrete ev-

people’s eyes to the idea of husbandry practices and exhibit

erywhere as depicted in figure 47. Eventually, the Modernist

design based on an animal’s natural history. With the advances

Art scene infiltrated zoo design, and the hard lines and sim-

in healthcare (which overlaps into this era), animals in captiv-

plification the Modernist style is famous for, reined supreme

ity began to be treated for mental as well as physical health.

in exhibits that looked more like sculpture than habitat.

During the 1970s, a group of people at the Woodland Park

With both the Romanticism and Modernist styles abound-

Zoo in Seattle, WA (including two young designers from Jones

ing in the 20th century, zoo design was more about creating an

and Jones Architects) decided to not just resurrect Hagenbeck’s

art gallery than a responsible home for animals. Interestingly,

ideas from long ago – but to advance them. Instead of creating

due to the increased attention to health, captive animals’ life ex-

a living painting, they wanted to put the visitor into the habitat

pectancies did increase almost to today’s levels. The only thing

(figure 48). And, instead of creating a visually exciting statement

they missed was the mental health aspect of the habitats.

only, they decided to re-create the habitat in which the animal
was naturally seen. Since then, the idea of landscape immersion has become the standard of responsible zoo design.”
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organization. It is dedicated to the “advancement of zoos and
aquariums in the areas of conservation, education, science,
and recreation” (The Association of Zoos and Aquariums).
In March of 2011, the AZA updated its mandates on elephant care and management, including such major changes as: the amount of area a healthy elephant needs and
nutritional standards.					

CHAPTER 6: CONTEMPORARY ELEPHANT EXHIBIT SOLUTIONS

Elephant House
Foster+Partners
Copenhagen Zoo
Copenhagen, Denmark
Year completed: 2008
•

•

Among the Zoo’s more than 3,000 animals, its group of

•

Mud holes, scattered pools of water and shading objects were
also incorporated to provide a place where the animals can

Replacing a structure dating from 1914, this new Ele-

cational space, looking into the enclosures along the way.

play and interact freely (figure 51).				

•

Barriers between the animals and visitors, simulating

tween the zoo and the park (figure 49).			

bamboo stocks, are discreet, and the paddock walls are

Social patterns and the desire to bring a sense of light

concealed in an elongated pool of water so that the ap-

and openness to a building was priority.			

proaching visitor encounters the elephants as another sur-

2 separate enclosures, one for bulls and the other for

prise in the Romantic landscape of the park.		
•

Buildings dug into the site, both to minimize the buildings impact in the landscape and optimize its passive thermal per-

Covered with lightweight, glazed domes, these spaces main-

Design Informing Elements:
•

•

Heated floors keep them dry and thus maintain the

Lake.
•

The paddocks recreate a section of dry riverbed as

tain a strong visual connection with the sky and changing

found at the edge of the rainforest a favorite haunt

patterns of daylight (figure 50). The elephants can congre-

of Asian elephants.					

•
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Open elephant house with glass roof or skylights for
visual connection with the outdoors and changing seasons.

•

gate here, or out in the adjacent paddocks.			

Integrated public exhibits and elephant care facility
(figure 52).

health of the elephant’s feet.				
•

Elephant Yard and adjacent African Veldt enclosures
should open to adjacent Overton Park across Rainbow

The main herd enclosure enables elephants in captivity to sleep together, as they would in the wild

formance (figure 49).						
•

•

nally, while a ramped promenade leads down into an edu-

cows and calves.					
•

Broad public viewing terraces run around the domes exter-

Asian elephants is perhaps its most popular attraction.

phant House seeks to restore the visual relationship be-

•

•

Stylized and sculptural landscape objects in the yards.

Figure 49.
		

Project Site plan

Figure 50.

Open Elephant house with glass roof

Figure 51.

Stylized, sculptural landscape

Figure 52.

Exhibit hall

		

(Foster)

		

(Foster)
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(Foster)

(Foster)

Elephant Odyssey
Ferguson Pape Baldwin Architects
San Diego Zoo
San Diego, California
Year completed: 2009
•

$45 million for entire exhibit area.

•

7.5 acres total 7x larger compared to 46 year old enclosure

animals can leave their exhibits and mingle with the el-

it replaced (figure 54).

ephants. Narrow passages allow access only to the smaller

Old yard = 0.3 acres, 3 elephants. New yard = 3 acres, 8

hoof animals.

•

elephants = 1 elephant per 0.3 acres.

•

•

Incorporates animal interaction bypasses where some

Figure 53.

Six artificial “utilitrees” lower food at different times and

•

35 species of animals included in exhibit

places every day. The unpredictability is meant to keep the

•

2.4 acres of elephant habitat (including 137,000 gallon pool

elephants moving and thinking. At the base of the utilitree,

with 7.5 feet deep end).

hay is placed behind iron bars as an additional mental

•

7 elephants (1 African, 6 Asian, including one bull).

challenge for the elephants. Finally they perform as shad-

•

Brand new on-exhibit elephant care facility (figure 55). Visi-

ing structures (figure 56).

tors can watch keepers care for elephants.
•

Restaurant overlooking the elephants.

•

Gift shop.

•

Life size replicas of animal species that dotted the South-

		
		
		

(http://blogs.sandiegozoo.org
/2009/03/06/what-is-an-elephant-		
odyssey-ambassador/)

Design Informing Elements:
•

Enrichment Trees which offer elephant intellectual
stimulation, food, water, shade, possible visitor interaction opportunities and a modern, sculptural aesthetic.

•

Integrated elephant trek.

•

Possible animal interaction passageways to allow
other animals from neighboring enclosures to mingle
with the elephants.

•

ern California landscape more than 10,000 years ago.
•

Project Logo

Contemporary and architecturally pleasing support
structures and facilities.

Tar pit replication, fossil dig and children’s play area.

•
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Possible children’s play area.

Figure 55.

Contemporary Elephant support structure

Figure 56.

Enrichment Trees

		
		

Figure 54.
		
		

Project Site plan and details

(http://www.sacredelephants.com/2009/01/room-to-roam-atsan-diego-zoos-new-elephant-odyssey.html)
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(http://orchidsandonions.org/2010/08/5/harry-andgrace-steele-elephant-odyssey-san-diego-zoo)

(http://www.scst.com/projects/elephant-odyssey-san-diego-zoo)

African Elephant Crossing
CLR Design, Inc
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo
Cleveland, Ohio
Year completed: 2011
•

5 elephants (designed to hold 10)

•

2 years and 7 months to build

•

7 years from the planning to grand opening

•

$25 million elephant exhibit

•

Old exhibit: 1.5 acre, exhibit was a muddy plane, surround-

•

•

about elephants							
•

Visitors can watch the keepers as they feed, bathe or exercise the animals					

•

New exhibit: four times bigger at 5-acres, provides three sep-

elephant crossing. It functions much like a railroad crossing

arate habitats that the elephants can enjoy for at least 300

(figure 60). When opened, the crossing gates allow elephants

days a year (figure 58).						

to transition from the Mopani to the Savanna range. When

The Savanna Range contains a buried salt lick that the pachy-

closed, they allow people to pass in and out of the exhibit .
•

The Night Range is a giant sandbox with 600 tons of sand

7 interior suites that contain a total of 175 tons of sand. Three
have deep concave floors so the sand is not a mere patina, but
a cushioning as well that is much better for the elephants’ feet

Believed to be the nation’s first LEED-certified large outdoor exhibit designed for animals.			

•

The zoo sent 90% of the construction waste to be recycled,
and a third of the building materials came from recycling.

•

Figure 57.

Visitors actually find their way into the center of the exhibit,
instead of viewing from the periphery (figure 61), by way of an

on top of heated ground					
•

Educational exhibits with graphics displays and fun facts

ed by a moat and containing a small pool 			

derms have to dig for (figure 59).				
•

•

The building reclaims 75% of the heat from vented air,
and uses 72% less water than the old elephant exhibit.
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Project Logo

(http://www.wtam.com/cccommon/mainheadlines3.html		
?feed=312869&article=8683994)

Design Informing Elements:
•

Offer multiple elephant yards.

•

Offer multiple viewing options for zoo patrons.

•

Gathering areas for meetings with the keepers.

•

Elephant and patron intersections.

•

Integrated public exhibits and elephant care facility.

Figure 58.

Overall Project Plan

Figure 59.

Large mud wallow with buried salt licks

Figure 60.

Entry gate to exhibit doubles as Elephant passage from yard to yard.

Figure 61.

View from one of many viewing platforms

		

		

(http://showmeelephants.blogspot.com/2011/05/cleveland-zoo-willy.html)		

		

(http://photos.cleveland.com/plain-dealer/2011/04/elephants_roam_new_cleveland_m_6)
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(http://www.flickr.com/photos/30706946@N00/5671463104/)

(http://photos.cleveland.com/plain-dealer/2011/04/elephants_roam_new_			
cleveland_m_5)

CHAPTER 7: EXISTING CONDITIONS

The Memphis Zoo

The Memphis Zoo, formerly the Audubon Park Zoo, was established in 1906. “The idea for the Memphis Zoo began as early as 1904, when Colonel Robert Galloway started lobbying for
funds to build a home for a Southern black bear named Natch. The
bear, who was the mascot of the Memphis Turtles baseball team,
Figure 63.

was being kept chained to a tree in Overton park” (The Memphis

		

Zoo). The Memphis Zoo is now home to over 3,500 animals representing over 500 different species, spanning over 70 acres.
The Memphis Zoo’s mission is to connect people with wildlife. “Our

Figure 62.
		

Map of Overton Park with location of the Memphis Zoo

(Author)

vision is to preserve wildlife through education, conservation, and research” (The Memphis Zoo). The goals of the Memphis Zoo elephant program are to ‘maintain captive elephants in a safe way which is conducive
to their good mental and physical well being. Highlight the elephants that
we maintain utilizing keeper-chats and other educational programs which
spotlight elephant conservation issues” (In Defense of Animals).
The Memphis Zoo is located in the heart of north western corner of
Overton Park in Midtown (figure 62). It is bounded by the Old Forest Arboretum, which is listed on the National Register of Historic Places, to the east.
It is also bounded by Overton park and Rainbow lake to the south, North
McLean Blvd to the west and North Parkway Blvd to the north.

Figure 64.
		

The Memphis Zoo main entrance plaza

(Author)
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Memphis Zoo Logo
(The Memphis Zoo)

The African Veldt

China

Park
Maintenance

Primate
Canyon

The area known as the African Veldt is located in the eastern zone of
the Memphis Zoo (figure 65). It is the largest outdoor exhibit at the zoo fea-

Northwest
Passage

African
Veldt

turing large African mammals such as the African Elephant, Giant Zebra,

Future: Zambezi
River Hippo Camp

Giraffe and Southern White Rhinoceros. The African Veldt is bisected by two
Picnic
Grounds

Zoo Entrance

Teton
Trek

major pedestrian circulation corridors that connect both sides of the zoo. The
adjacent exhibits include China, Primate Canyon, Northwest Passage and
Teton Trek. Two future exhibits are proposed to the south of the site: Zambezi River Camp to the west and Chickasaw Bluff Nature trails to the east.

Zoo Parking

Future: Chickasaw
Bluffs Trails

Overton Park
Figure 65.
		

Figure 66.
		

telope” (The Memphis Zoo). The Veldt has received some renovations in-

(Author)

(Author)

the Veldt and improve the transition between habitats. “A large, grassy area
is centered in the exhibit, offering picture-worthy views of Ostriches and An-

African Veldt at the Memphis Zoo

View of entrance to the African Veldt

These two proposed exhibits will further enhance the overall experience of

cluding new entry signage, natural timber branches and pathway lanterns.

Figure 67.
		

View of Giraffe exhibit
(Author)
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Figure 68.
		

View of Zebra exhibit
(Author)

Univers
ity
Street

Pachyderm House + Yard

North Park

way

The Memphis Zoo has housed a total of 17 elephants
since 1910, when it built its first elephant house. The exhibit has undergone a few changes over the years. In 1938,

Pachyderm
House

the zoo decided to do away with the bars that were confining most of the animals and use a series of wide, deep moats
as containment devices (Talley, 1938). In the 1960s, the

Rhino
Yard

Carousel
Elephant
Yard

Figure 69.
		

Concession

Service
Area

Existing Pachyderm House + Yard

(Author)

Restrooms

Pachyderm House (figure 69) was built (The Memphis Zoo).
This was open to the public, but has since been closed to

Zebras

public viewing, and is now used for the elephant stalls.

African
Veldt

Pavilion

The Memphis Zoo exhibit is small in size and currently
does not provide adequate space for its elephants. During summer 2006, when it was expanded slightly, the exhibit included

Giraffes

a 9,106 square foot (.2 acre) yard and only 1,791 square feet
(smaller than 6 parking spaces) inside the barn. Also in summer 2006, a 160,000 gallon pool (figure 70) was added to the

North Passage
Entrance

Antelopes

Ranger
House

Figure 70.
		

Picnic
Grounds

Existing Elephant Pool

(Author)

yard to allow the elephants fully submerge themselves (The
Memphis Zoo). The zoo plans to enlarge the exhibit slightly by
expanding into a nearby rhinoceros pen. The elephants have
access to the outdoor area for 23 hours per day during the

Overton Park

warmer months (9 out of 12). For the remaining three months
of the year, they have access to the yard in the daytime and

Rainbow
Lake

are confined indoors at night. The Brutalist architecture and
yard space offers a limited one-note experience for visitors.

Figure 71.
		

Keeper to visitor interaction

(Author)
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Figure 72.
		

Existing African Veldt Site Plan
(Author)

0

40

gina

tyranza

Birth Year:			
Birthplace: 			
Weight:			
Height:			
Characteristic: 		
Figure 73.
		

Tyranza
(Author)

1964 (age 48)
Unknown, Africa
9,600 lbs (4.8 tons)
8’-10”
Two tusk

Birth Year:			
Birthplace: 			
Weight:			
Height:			
Characteristic: 		
Figure 74.
		

asali

1983 (age 29)
Zimbabwe, Africa
8,100 lbs (4.05 tons)
8’-5”
One tusk

Gina

Birth Year: 			
Birthplace: 			
Weight:			
Height:			
Characteristic: 		
Figure 75.

(Author)

		

1985 (age 27)
Gladys Porter Zoo, Brownsville, TX
7,400 lbs (3.7 tons)
8’-3”
Pink birthmark on right, front foot

Asali

(Author)

Elephant Profiles

The first elephants at the Memphis Zoo were Asian elephants that were often used in circus
performances. The zoo kept Asian elephants from 1910 until 1977, when they purchased their first
African elephant, a female by the name of Tyranza, Ty for short. The zoo has since added two more
female African elephants, Asali in 1998, and Gina in 2008 (Elephant Encyclopedia). The Memphis Zoo has utilized a “free contact” method (handling without protection) of handling from 1909
until 1996.” (In Defense of Animals) The Memphis Zoo has been using “protected contact” since
1997. Ultimately, there are plans to add more elephants to the exhibit and expand the herd.
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Figure 76.
		

Vistas + Views Diagram
(Author)

Site Analysis

Figure 77.
		

Vehicular Circulation Diagram
(Author)

Figure 78.
		

Pedestrian Circulation Diagram
(Author)

The vehicular circulation diagram depicts the inten-

The pedestrian circulation diagram illustrates the

sity level of the volume of traffic traveled each day by vehicles

amount of foot traffic within the site. The majority of the foot traf-

both inside and outside zoo property. The highest traveled

fic travels the two main arteries leading from the central zone

The vistas and views diagram illustrates the views

road in relationship to the site is North Parkway, in compari-

of the zoo to the eastern zone. This often leads to visitors by-

throughout the site that were used to help establish the best ap-

son to the more moderate to minor traveled roads within the

passing the African Veldt exhibit. It was important to improve

proaches from the neighboring exhibits and to and from Overton

zoo which are also pedestrian walks. This also illustrated the

the circulation by rerouting visitors to the entrances of the ex-

Park. It was also used to offer the designer initial perspectives of

need to provide a marker on North Parkway to direct potential

hibits and diverting them away from park maintenance areas.

what was important for the visitor to experience in the final design.

zoo visitors and improve circulation of park maintenance roads.
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Wind:
Prevailing winter winds from
NE @ 8 mph average
Prevailing summer breezes
from SE @ 11 mph average
Rainfall:
49” per year
6” max per month
1” max per day
Water runoff to west into
storm water ditch
Sun:
Summer solstice
altitude @ noon: 78o
Summer solstice
altitude @ noon: 30o

Figure 79.
		

Vegetation Diagram
(Author)

Figure 80.
		

Noise Diagram
(Author)

Figure 81.
		

Environmental Diagram
(Author)

The vegetation diagram depicts the amount of mature

The noise diagram depicts the type of noise produced

The environmental diagram depicts environmental

vegetation located in and around the project site. It was important

in the area relative to the site. Unwanted noise was an issue

impacts on the site. Wind direction was determined to deflect

to minimize impact on the historic forest and associated green

that needed to be minimized to preserve the visitor experience

winter winds and open up to summer breezes. The angle of

spaces. Where trees had to be removed for the proposed project,

and enhance animal auditory communication. The study as-

the sun presents another challenge. The building features glass

new and/or transplanted trees shall be implemented throughout

sisted the designer with developing the necessary design so-

curtain wall systems that needed to be shaded. Deep over-

the design to equal or exceed the amount in which was lost.

lutions to ensure that outside noise was kept to a minimum.

hangs and sun screens where used to combat intense summer
heat gain and light and make use of winter heat gain and light.
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North Park

way

China

Park
Maintenance

Primate
Canyon
Northwest
Passage
African Veldt

Future: Zambezi
River Hippo Camp
Picnic
Grounds

Future: Chickasaw
Bluffs Trails

Overton Park
Figure 82.
		

Overall Proposed Site Plan
(Author)
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CHAPTER 8: DESIGN SOLUTIONS
A

North Park

way

Proposed Site Plan

Elephant W

alk
Pachyderm
House

Elephant
Yard ‘B’
Carousel

Elephant
Yard ‘A’

Service
Area

B

A

Figure 84.
		

View of habitat path
(Author)

Figure 82 shows the overall proposed site plan and its relationship to the adjacent zoo habitats. It was important that the proposed
African Veldt merged seamlessly into the existing flow of the zoo paths.

Elephant
Yard ‘C’
Pavilion

Rhino
Yard

The proposed revised circulation path directs visitors though the Veldt

B

African
Veldt

and positions them at the entrances of the adjacent habitats. It also
provides multiple viewing options for the visitor. As for the elephants,

t Wa

lk

feature and enrichment tree. The yards are made of softscape mate-

Elep

Giraffes

African
Hoofed

the proposed plan features four new habitat yards each with a water

North Passage
Entrance

han

Antelopes

rial (i.e. grass and sand) that give under the animal’s weight thus pro-

Ranger
House

Service
Area

Picnic
Grounds

Figure 85.
		

African
Hoofed

Elephant
Yard ‘D’

View of habitat path
(Author)

viding cushioning for their feet and joints. The yards also feature mud
wallows for mud bathing and dusting. The proposed elephant habitat

Tree House
Cafe

also incorporates an integrated elephant walk which is roughly 1600

Zebras

feet (.3 mile) long. It starts in Yard B, crosses Yard A and bridges over to

C

C

Yard D. This integrated walk will provide opportunities for the keepers
to walk the elephants as well as free roaming space for the elephants.
Play
Area

Overton Park

The plan proposes expanding the Veldt to the south into

Symbol Key
Visitor Point of View

an under utilized area of the zoo adjacent to Rainbow Lake
and Overton Park. This provides additional space for the relo-

Rainbow
Lake

Figure 83.
		

Proposed Site Plan
(Author)

0

40

Figure 86.
		

View of habitat path
(Author)

cated Zebra habitat and expanded Giraffe habitat. A new African Hoofed Animal Night House facility was also created to service the expanded and two new African Hoofed Animal habitats.
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African
Hoofed

1

Service
Area

African
Hoofed

Elephant
Yard ‘D’

Zebras

5

4
3

Rainbow
Lake

2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bridge Pavilion
Sculptural Play Area
Long House
Enrichment Tree
Tree House Cafe

Overton Park

0

Figure 87.
		

Figure 88.
		
		

Tree House Cafe

(http://freshome.com/2008/01/08/top8-most-amazing-tree-houses/)

Figure 89.
		
		

Sculptural Play Area

(http://plusmood.com/2011/04/zoological-garden-wupper
tal-rehwaldt-landschaftsarchitekten/wuz_playing_area_2/)

40

Accessory Building and Site Elements
(Author)

Site Elements

Figure 87 denotes the location of various site elements and accessory buildings within

The café opens up onto the elephant demonstration yard and offers views the forest beyond. The

the proposed site plan. These elements are small architectural statements that reinforce the

café is a “healthy foods” venue and provides interaction stations in which guest can play apart in

concept and theme of both traditional and contemporary African inspired architecture and eco-

deciding what foods the elephants get to consume at established times during park operation hours.

systems. The bridge pavilions and long house are stand alone elements that have a traditional

The sculptural play area (figure 89) is inspired by the African grasslands. It is a whimsical piece of

African architecture aesthetic. The Tree House Cafe (figure 88) is a concept derived from the

art set adjacent to Rainbow Lake and Overton Park. The goal of the play area is to bridge the gap

boardwalk trails which are proposed for the future Chickasaw Bluff Nature Trails. The concept

between park and zoo, providing rest and play for zoo goers, and artistic stimulation to park goers.

is to be “light to the earth” and to build the structure around an existing grouping of trees.
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Rain water harvesting
Solar reflection +
energy collection

Figure 91.
		
		

Planters provide
hanging food source

Sun shading canopy

Integrated
misting system

Steel tube branches +
stained concrete base

Acacia Tree Inspiration

(http://savannaenvironment.files.word press.com
/2008/04/acacia.jpg)

Enrichment Tree

The Enrichment tree (figure 90) is an artificial
tree inspired by the Acacia tree (figure 91) found in
the grasslands of Africa. These self-sustaining stylized
trees provide mental enrichment for the elephants by

Underground water
collection cistern

Elephant-operated drinking water valve

providing means of food distribution and consumption,
shade and access to drinking water. The trees also
provide both a means of rain water and solar energy
collection and storage to be used throughout the site.

Figure 90.
		

Proposed Enrichment Tree
(Author)
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Figure 92.
		

Elephant Habitat Yard ‘A’
(Author)
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Figure 93.
		

Elephant Habitat Yard ‘B’
(Author)
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Figure 94.
		

Elephant Habitat Yard ‘C’
(Author)
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Figure 95.
		

Elephant Habitat Cave Exhibit
(Author)
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Figure 96.
		

Elephant Habitat Yard ‘D’
(Author)
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CHAPTER 9: ELEPHANT CARE FACILITY

Principal Design Concepts

The Elephant Care Facility is the major architectural structure on this site. The building concept was inspired
Figure 97.
		

Ty and Asali greeting

Figure 98.

(The Memphis Zoo)

		
		

Tactile Communication

(http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2010/12/10/article-13374230C697AB9000005DC-884_634x377.jpg)

by one of the elephants’ most important means of communication, the concept of “touch”. A secondary concept is
the use of African fractalization. These concepts applied to
the aesthetics and spatial quality of the building.		
Tactile Communication...........................................the program
Elephants use their trunks in a variety of fashions and family bonding and elephant education is accomplished with tactile communication. The designer took inspiration from this form of elephant communication to be
a catalyst to establish the

relationship between

human

and elephant within the built environment.		
Figure 99.
		
		
		
		

African Textile

(http://quiltethnic.com/wpcontent/uploads/2011/04/
African-Textile-300x300.		
jpg)

Figure 100. African Hair Braiding
		
		
		

(http://www.theacademylb.
com/images/2009/03/
africanfractal.jpg)

Figure 101. Diagram of African Village
		
		
		

(http://www.miqel.com/images_1/fractal_
math_patterns/fractal_technology/african_
fractal_ba-Ila_vill.gif)

African Fractalization.....................................................the skin
Fractals, detailed repeating patterns, are a basic concept found in African culture. Its patterns are surprisingly
common in traditional African designs, and some of its basic concepts are fundamental to African knowledge systems.
The fractal-based methods of distributed centers have been
applied to the design of villages in Africa for centuries. It has

Figure 102. Concept Diagram
		

(Author)

also been applied in African art, textiles and even hair stylings.
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Building Floor Plans

Legend
Elephants

13

Keepers

The First Floor (figure 103) is divided into three main areas; the Elephants’

2

2
11

Visitors

barn, keeper facilities and education meeting / classroom. The barn (figure 104) fea-

Circulation

tures four 800 square feet stalls and one large 4,400 square feet communal stall to en-

Garden

courage herd bonding. Elephants have direct access to the yard via large sliding glass

Service

8
2

3

1

4

2

hanger doors. This allows them to exit the facility in a herd grouping. The keepers’ area

12

14

6

wraps the barn and features two large offices, kitchen, a locker room with showers
5

and storage. South of the facility is the lower level of the exhibits which offers a large
lecture hall and lounge with views and access to the adjacent habitat yard.		

14

The Second Floor (figure 105) is accessed via a boardwalk up from the
First Floor Plan

main habitat pathway. Upon entering, the building opens up to a large exhibit hall as

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

depicted in figure 106. A glass curtain wall allows natural light and views out to the
adjacent yard. As the visitor circulates through the exhibit hall, the building façade’s
wooden screen descends over the glazing. This helps protect delicate exhibits and
transitions the visitor to focus on the exhibit information. At the northern end of the

11
0

20

Communal Stall
Stall			
Hay Storage		
(ERD)Scale		
Office
Receiving		
Kitchen			

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Locker Room
Lounge
Classroom
Restroom
Storage
Mechanical
Transfer

Figure 103. First Floor Plan
		
(Author)

hall is a glazed wall which allows views across North Parkway to a memorial gar-

11
9

10

den located on the campus of Rhodes College. Where the two forms of the building
overlap, interaction between visitor and elephant occurs. At this intersection, the
12

Exhibit Hall opens up to the Elephant barn on the first floor. Visitors have the opportunity to view the animals up close and chat with the keepers.			
The Roof Top (figure 107) features a vegetable garden that visitors and students aid in planting and harvesting food for consumption by
the Elephants. It is partially covered by a fractal inspired trellis which provides shading and filters light. This area provides views out over the African Veldt and is an ideal event space as shown in figure 108.		

Figure 104. View of Elephant barn interior
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(Author)

6

4
6

6

5

4

5
6
3

1

3

3
2

Second Floor Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

6
0

Roof Top Floor Plan

20

Exhibit Entry Deck
Exhibit Hall: Elephant Conservation
Exhibit Hall: Grassland Ecosystem
Exhibit Hall: African Culture
Viewing Mezzanine
Open to Elephant Barn Below

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2

Figure 105. Second Floor Plan
		
(Author)

0

20

Roof Deck
Elevator Lobby
Restroom
Storage
Mechanical
Garden Zones

6

Figure 107. Roof Top Plan
		
(Author)
6

1

Figure 106. View of Exhibit Hall

(Author)

Figure 108. View of Roof deck over Veldt
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(Author)

South Elevation

North Elevation

West Elevation

East Elevation

Figure 109. Building elevations
		

(Author)

Building Elevations

The building elevations (figure 109) and materials incorporate the concept of African Fractalization. The materials chosen provide texture and warmth to the overall pallet (figure 110). Where the
elephants reside, the materials are more durable and strong. In contrast, the spaces where the visitor resides, the material becomes more
delicate, open and light. Window openings in the elevations where
place to capture specific views out within the landscape. The styling of the building was inspired by contemporary African architecture.

Board Formed Concrete

Broken Ceramic Tile

Perforated Alum Decking

Wood Slat Brise Soleil

Composite Wood Siding

Stucco

Figure 110.
		
46

Materials Pallet
(Author)

Building Sections

The building sections (figure 111) provide insight on the
spatial quality of the building. The transverse building section shows
how the Elephant barn and Exhibit Hall intersect – allowing visitors
to view the animals up close. The high volume of the barn allows
warm air to rise and escape through the north wall clerestory windows. Large skylights bring in natural light to mitigate the use of artificial light. The Longitudinal building section expresses the length
of the Exhibit hall and the relationships between the floor levels.

Transverse Section
0

20

Longitudinal Section
0

Figure 112.
		

20

Figure 111.
		

Building Sections
(Author)

Exhibit Hall + Entrance to Viewing Mezzanine
(Author)

Figure 113
		

View from Mezzanine overlooking Elephant Barn
(Author)
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Figure 114.
		

View of entry deck to African Exhibit Hall

Figure 115.
		

View of Yard ‘A’ to Elephant Barn

(Author)

(Author)

Elephant Care Facility +
African Exhibits

CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSION

Elephant Yard ‘B’
Elephant Yard ‘C’

Project Overview

African Veldt
Elephant Yard ‘A’
Antelope Habitat

This thesis demonstrates that architecture and the built
landscape can fuel an positive emotional response to animal
confinement. It supports African Elephant conservation and re-

Expanded
Giraffe Habitat

Rhino Barn

New African
Hoofed Animal
Habitats

Rhino Yard

search by providing the public access to varying sources of information and the opportunity for one-on-one communication and
Tunnel + Cave Exhibit +
Restrooms

collaboration. It provides a physiological, psychological, and so-

Ranger Barn

cially fulfilling environment for the elephants and a safe environment for the staff through enrichment elements, more free-reign
habitat space and incorporating updated care and management
standards. It has also provided ways to increase the public’s
knowledge and understanding of elephants by means of physical
and visual interactions, controlled close encounters and developing intimate educational work sessions for public education.

Elephant Walk (1600 feet)

Hoofed Animal
Night House

New Zebra
Habitats
Service Area
Long House
Viewing Pavilion

on the elephant exhibit and the patron experience. This in-

incorporated. The addition of an Elephant walk extending out

Figure 116. Overall Aerial of Proposed Project
		
(Author)
observation tunnels will immerse the viewer into the habitat, thus

cludes the elephant habitat and barn proper and its expansion

into the existing African Veldt habitats and connecting to a dem-

fostering empathy for these animals and how the live. Exhibi-

east to the edge of an existing maintenance area and south

onstration yard near Rainbow Lake in Overton Park has also

tory and graphics, demonstration and keeper interaction areas

into the current Zebra exhibit. The program includes the relo-

been established. These improvements have expanded the ele-

and conservation research classrooms within the new facility

cation of the existing Pachyderm House and keeper facilities.

phant’s space significantly – nearly 4 times its current size. Also

have been integrated to educate and increase awareness of

The addition of multilevel terrain, mud wallows, water features,

included is the experience of the patron. The addition of new

the importance of Elephant conservation. This is the mission

enrichment trees and animal interaction opportunities has been

walks and reorganized site circulation, look out bridges, and

for the zoo and one that will ultimately lead to their LEGACY.

The design project (figure 116) is predominately focused

Elephant Yard ‘D’
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